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1. The world is warming up. A one and a half to two degrees global

average warming will come with major changes in local

temperature, precipitation, windpatterns and sea level;

2. There is a growing gap between present systems of the built 

environment, water management, agriculture on the one hand and

historic levels of robustness to weather extremes;

3. Information on future climate is usually presented as long term, 

geographically large scale with a range of uncertainties attached. 

Research shows that this type of information is not fit for purpose

when it comes to awareness raising and decision making on 

adaptation at urban level.

4. Examples will be shown of how this can be improved;







Average number of heat wave days in 

Northern Africa



Scenario’s temperatuurstijging



Scenario’s tropische dagen 





Changes in daily rainfall in northern

Africa



Scenario’s winter precipitation,

The Netherlands (KNMI)





The 1:100 year extreme rainfall event in 

1900-1980 time frame has become the 1:30 

year rainfall event in 2014.

.







Sea level rise scenario’s

(Rohling et al, 2013)
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Sea-level rise projection (m)

most likely (KNMI) and upper end scenario
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Subsidence by 2050



Option 1: retreat to higher grounds 
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Option 1: offensive strategy
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Option 2: protecting within existing 

boundaries, closed version”
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Option 2: protecting within existing 

boundaries, “open version”
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Nourishment of the 
coastal sand-river

Images Courtesy RIKZ





Examples of existing broad (super) dikes, 

“unbreakable dikes”
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Multifunctional flood defence in 

Hamburg, Germany
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Venetië

De werken om overstroming te beperken
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Hydro-meteorological effects of 
Climate Change

• Sealevel rise and higher peak flows in rivers;

• Temperature rise in cities: year average plus 2 
to 6 degrees Celsius;

• More frequent and more intense heat waves;

• More frequent prolonged drought;

• More frequent and more intense peak rainfall;



Drought areas as projected for the period 2030-2039

National Centre for Atmospheric Research
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Urban adaptation to climate change:

a range of measures:

• More insulation and shade from heat: adjustments of 

buildings; aircondition (renewable energy) ;

• More green in the cities including green rooftops;

• More water buffering to overcome long periods of 

drought at all scales: garden, neighbourhood park, 

suburb and city;

• Better drainage and protection from rain- and riverwater

flooding at the scale of: buildings, neighbourhood, 

suburb and city;



Adaptation to Climate Change
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Approaches to adaptation
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(Dessai and Hulme 

2004)



The ‘last mile’
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Top-down

adaptation

Bottom-up

adaptation

Municipal

adaptation



Municipal challenges; 

climate is just no priority
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Aging

population

Environmental 

pollution

Social 

issues

Population

decline

Climate change

And many more...



Municipalities and climate 
change

• Adaptation is one of many issues

• Mitigation has priority

• Limited resources

• If addressed; then often top-down 

sectoral and ad-hoc
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Hurlimann and March 2012;

Goosen et al. 2014 

Maesham et al. 2011



Solution:

“ adaptation-as-you-go “
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Focus on existing urban problems, 

ambitions and plans, and introduce 

climate resilient solutions / alternatives



Adaptation-as-you-go
in three steps 
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1. Inquire about major plans urban plans, issues and 
investments;

2. Develop simple, easy accessible and relevant climate 
information;

3. Organise a participatory and multidisciplinary process to 
discuss options for making the plan more climate robust.



Example: Den Helder
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Den Helder
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Low income housing, many social issues

Central question:
How to restructure this neighbourhood?



Example: Rheden
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Rheden (Netherlands)
• City shrinkage
• Demographic change
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Central question:

How to keep the city attractive?



Example: Menzelen
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Menzelen (Germany)

• City shrinkage
• Soil subsidence (Salt mining)
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How to maintain water safety with soil 

subsidence and fluctuating river discharge 

and extreme precipitation?



Climate workshops; design
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Climate scenarios, data and

visualisation examples

• The Hague, heat stress in 2050, analysis for different climate and city

development scenario’s;

• Amsterdam climate effects atlas; heat and flooding;

• Bangladesh climate effect atlas; data as called for by the users managers and

planners;

• Future land use scenario’s combined with future climate schenario’s .

• Examples from Climate Adaptation Services web site:  

http://www.climateadaptationservices.com



Adaptation deficit
in aggregated monetary value

preliminary calculations per 
municipality / county / city











Nexus issues / synergies (1)

• Increasing the organic carbon content of 

soils reduces the CO-2 atmospheric

concentrations and helps to bufffer extreme 

rainfall and;

• Shifting to more organic food diets reduces

CH-4 emissions and reduces the water 

needs and thus climate vulnerability in 

agriculture;



Nexus issues / synergies (2)

• Planting trees reduces the atmospheric

concentrations of CO-2 and helps to store/buffer 

water and lower the temperature;

• Water is a good medium to store/buffer 

heat/energy and as such an excellent medium for

use in heat pump systems for electrifying heating

systems in homes and offices;



Final recommendations

• Make sure that climate information is presented in a 

simple way;

• When in consultation with stakeholders on adaptation: 

start with analysis of and solutions for other issues or 

plans and identify alternative, or additional climate robust

solutions;

• Transitions towards a climate neutral society are generally

considered more urgent than adaptation; thus in efforts for

adaptation start from plans and investments aimed at 

emission reduction and present adaptation as an

additional sustainability issue;



Thank you for your attention


